HF Circuits for a
Homebrew Thansceiuer
Worh the tuorld with these fi,ont-end
circuits fo, o high-performance radio.

By Mark Mandelkern, K5AM

is the backbone of harrr
radio. Even at a station
designed primarilv for

General Plan
The circuitry in the HF section includes mixers, amplifiers, and filters

6-meter DXwork andVHF contesting,

for converting the transceiver range of
40-39 MHz to the HF amateur bands. A
200-W tetrode amplifier is included.
Use of a tube at this point provides lowdistortion performance rarely achieved

an HF radio can provide countless
hours of fun while DXing, contesting
and rag-chewing. Circuits for the IF
stages in a high-performance homebrew transceiver have been described

in previous articles.l, 2, 3 The main

transceiver panel operates at the first
IF, tuning 40-39 MHz. Three front-end
sections effect the conversions to HF,
50 MHz and 1,44 MHz. The present
article will describe the HF section.
shown in Fig
1

1.

Notes appear on page 41.

5259 Singer Rd
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with solid-state amplifiers at

this

power level. For receiving, an RF amplifier, a mixer, and a post-mixer amplifier are employed. tr'or protection
against out-of-band signals, a high-Q
front-end preselector is used. The front
panel, which allows control of all essential parameters, is shown in Fig 2.
The main transceiver panel tunes the
39-40 MHz range in reverse, enabling
high-side iniection in the front-end sections. To cover the ham bands between
1 and 30 MHz, LO injection is required
on 10 frequencies in the 41 to 69-MHz

range. To avoid instability caused by a
crystal switch, ten separate crystal os-

cillators are used, with diode switching
of the osciilator outputs.

For transmitting, a mixer and

a

seven-stage solid-state amplifier drive
a conduction-cooled tetrode power amplifier (PA). ALC is used for limiting of
output power, reverse power due to

high SWR, screen current, and grid
current. External ALC input is also
accepted from a kilowatt-level ampiifier. Three ofthe driver stages are used
primarily as buffers to ensure smooth
ALC functioning without distortion.
The PA uses an 8072 tetrode; it is
electrically identical to the more familiar air-cooled 8122. The 8072 has
no cooling fins; its anode is clamped to

a heat sink. Alternatively, an 8122
may be directly substituted, if forcedair cooling is provided. Similarly, the

popuiar 4CX2S0B may be
used. The wili then momentarily
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Fig 3-Receiver circuits. Except where
otherwise indicated, the schematics in this
article use the following conventions.
Each resistor is a 1/+W carbon-film type.
All trimpots are one-turn miniature inits,
such as Bourns 3386F; DK#3386F-nnn,
M0#652-3386F-1-nnn. Stock numbers for
Digi-Key and Mouser are given as DK# and
MO#. Suppliers' contact information
appears in Table 4. All unmarked coupling
and bypass capacitors are 10-nF,100-V,
disc-ceramic units.Those marked 0.1 or
0.22 are monolithic ceramic types. Each
control and power terminal has a bypass
capacitor or feedthrough capacitor, as
appropriate, often not shown. Also not
shown are the bypass capacitors across
each rectifier and switching diode and
each switching transistor base-emitter
junction. Electrolytic capacitors have 25 V
ratings, with values given in prF; those less
than 100 pF are tantalum types. Capacitors
labeled "s.m." are silver-mica units, with
values given in pF. Feed-through
capacitors are 1 nF, 1 kV, ceramic
components. Values of RF chokes (RFC)
are given in pH.The MOSFETs are smallsignal dual-gateVHF units.Type 3N140 is
used here, but any similar type may be
substituted. Replacement NTE 221 is
available from Hosfelt.The JFETs are
J310s. The diodes are small-signal silicon,
such as 1 N41 48. The bipolar transistors
are 2N4401 (NPN) and 2N4403 (PNP), or
similar. The op amps are all sections of
quad LM324N. Each op amp is powered by
the +15 V and -15 V rails. Not shown is the
bypassing at each op-amp power terminal,
a 100-nF monolithic ceramic capacitor.The
toroidal coils are wound with #26
enameled wire; the cores are available
from Amidon. The various control lines are
provided by the control board.
Potentiometers labeled in all capital letters
are front panel controls; others are circuitboard trimpots for internal adjustment.
Also not shown are the usual diodes and
bypass capacitors across each relay coil.
The unmarked resistors at certain relay
coils are selected to accommodate the
particular relay installed. ln the receiver
circuits, the capacitors in the preselector
and the filters are silver-mica types.
BPFl -BPF2-Band-pass f ilter, center
lrequency 39.5 MHz, bandwidth 3 MHz. The
inductors are 480 nH, 1 1 turns on T37-1 0
iron-powder toroidal cores. The end
coupling capacitors are 12 pF.The
resonating capacitors are 22 pF.The lop
coupling capacitor is 2 pF.
Cl-Gimmick capacitor; see text.
HPFl-High-pass filter, for rejecting AM
broadcast signals. Measured cut-off
frequency is 2 MHz; insertion loss over the
HF range is less than 0.5 dB and 5 dB at
1.8 MHz. Attenuation is 20 dB at 1.4 MHz
and 50 dB or better below 1 MHz. L101 and

Ll03 are 10 prH, Ll02 is 2.2

prH;
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are 1000 pF, C103 and C104 are 3000 pF.
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small molded inductors. C101 and C102

Kl
-Auxiliary receive-antenna relay. Highf requency, low-loss, high-isolation relay,
SPDI 12 V dc, 25 mA coil. Omron #G5Y-1 DC12,DK#2724.
K2-K14-Miniature reed relay, SPST
normally open, 12 V dc coil, 1450 O, 8 mA.
Gordos #0490-1478D2, or similar relay.
Hosfelt #45-191 .
L1-53 turns on typeT6S-2 iron-powder
toroidal core, tap 2 turns from low end.
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L2-33 turns on type T50-6 iron-powder toroidal
core, tap 11 turns from low end.
L3-21 turns on typeT3T-12 iron-powder toroidal
core, tap 1 turn from low end.
LPFl-Low-pass filter, for lF and image rejection.
Measured cut-off frequency is 30.3 MHz; insertion
Ioss 0.5 dB, attenuation 50 dB at 40 MHz. L201
and L203 are 170 nH, 8.5 turns #24 enameled wire
close-wound on a phenolic form,0.140-inch
diameter. L202 is 520 nH, 17.5 turns #28 enameled
wire close-wound on a phenolic form,0.140-inch
diameter. C201 and C204arc 100 pF. C202and
G203 are 150 pF.This is a CX7 design.
Q1-3N21 1 This is similar to the 3N140 used in
other stages, except that in this stage, close to
the antenna, a gate-protected version is used.
Replacement NTE222 is available from Hosfelt.

T1-Trifilar transformer, 14 turns on FT37,43
ferrite toroidal core.
T2-Primary; 16 turns center-tapped on type
FT37-61 ferrite toroidal core. Secondary: 2 turns
wound at center ol primary.This turns-ratio
converts the 50 O load to a 1600 O load at each
drain.

T3-Bifilar-transformer, 7 turns on FT37-43 ferrite

toroidal core.
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Preselector

the specified ranges.

Rejection of out-of-band signals has
become one of the most prominent
measures of performance for modern
receivers. Most other performance factors, some even more important, have
reached levels in excess of practical

requirements. Modern factory-built

radios have attacked the problem of
out-of-band signals with a varietv of
front-end filter arrangements, with
varying success.
Older radios from the 1940s and ear-

lier have one or more RF amplifiers

The circuits shown here may be eas-

ily

to an outboard preselector/preamplifier for any receiver,
adapted

whenever additional gain and front-

end selectivity is needed. Surprisingly, the idea of an operator-tuned
preselector, while thought to be aiready archaic and obsoiete when built
into the homebrew radio nine years
ago, has just recently been revived as
a selectable feature in a top-end radio,

the Yaesu FT-1000MP-Mark-V.

tuned along with the local oscillator by

RF Amplifier

a multisection, air-variable capacitor;

This amplifier is comparable to the
stage called a preamplifier in many

they often achieved front-end selectivity better than many current factory-

built radios.
In the 1950s, radios appeared having
tunable IF strips, requiring separately
tuned RF preselectors. The Collins
75A-4 uses slug-tuned circuits at both
the input and output of an RF amplifier. These are mechanically linked to
the tuning dial, resulting in continuous
resonating ofthe two front-end circuits
to the signal frequency without opera-

tor intervention. The Collins

515-1

design is perhaps the ultimate example

of this method;

it

has a double-tuned

circuit ahead of the RF amplifier and
another single-tuned circuit ahead of
the first mixer. In effect, there are 30
separate triple-tuned, turret-selected
RF circuits. The front-end circuits in
the Drake 2B are capacitor-tuned and
require peaking by the operator with a
separate panel control. The Collins
KWM-2 aiso requires operator tuning
ofthe receiver front-end circuits, which
are shared by the transmitter circuits,
by means of a separate panel control
labeled EXCITER TUNING.
The Signal/One CX7 also has a sepa-

rate operator-tuned preselector, with

only a single tuned circuit.

The

preselector in my homebrew radio is
derived from the CX7 design, using a
three-band, high-Q tuned circuit ahead
of the RF amplifier. One difference here
is the use of relays to switch the three
circuits; this avoids the need for more

band-switch sections. The relays are
driven by a diode matrix driven by the
same 12-V dc bandswitch wafer that
selects the local oscillator. The three
bands are switched by 10 relays-three
relays for each of the three tuned circuits and one extra relay to tie in a
"padder" for the 16O-meter band. Coils

and relays for these three bands are
built on three separate plug-in boards.
This greatly facilitates circuit adjustment, since some tweaking of the coils
and capacitors may be needed to cover

24
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radios, except that it cannot be
switched out. The RF amplifier is
needed for proper functioning of the

high-impedance preselector circuits;
the front-end attenuator is used when
reduced gain is appropriate. Using a
3N211, dual-gate VHF MOSFET, the
amplifier is fed directly from the
preselector circuits. The preselector
networks provide voltage-step-up impedance matching for the MOSFET,
which is essential for achieving the
full-gain possibilities of the transis-

tor. The MOSFET provides higher

gain than a JFET (which was also
tried) and thus better system noise
figure.

The MOSFET has received little

press lately; this is partly due to some

difficulty in locating devices with wire
leads for experimenters. Nevertheless, it is stili widely used (in surfacemount form) in factory-built radios.
With ail the talk of strong JFET frontend circuits, owners of new radios may

Frequency Calibrator

The 100-kHz marking oscillator,
while not strictly required, is quite useful for simpie checks ofthe preseiector,
crystal fiiters and passband settings.

The JFET oscillator is followed by a
squaring amplifier to produce harmonics. Output coupling is very light, simply by means of a wire piaced close to
the receiver input. This capacitive coupiing favors the higher frequencies and

helps to produce a signal level more
uniform through the bands.

Local Oscillator
Fig 4 shows the local oscillator and
injection-amplifier circuits. The oscillators use series-resonant. third-overtone
crystals in a common-collector circuit.
The often-seen inductor shunting ofthe
crystal is not employed; frequency ad-

justment is readily possible without it.
Ten separate oscillators ensure freedom from instabilities induced by mechanical switches. The osciliator section

of the bandswitch carries only +12 Y
from a secondary regulator powered off
the regulated +15-V line. The selected
oscillator is powered by +I2 V from the
switch. The diode at the output of the
selected osciilator circuit is switched on
by the transistor emitter current. Both
the diode and the base-emitter junction
serve to isolate the oscillator when it is

not

selected. A single resistor, R2,
serves as a common-emitter resistor for
each of the 10 oscillators; it draws current only from the oscillator in use. The
same oscillator bandswitch wafer is
used to generate a level-sensitive control voltage that may be used to select
external amplifiers and antennas. Two

be surprised to find a number of stages are used in the local-oscillator inMOSFETs inside the box. For ex- jection amplifier.

ample, the Yaesu FT-1000MP uses a
dual-gate MOSFET preamplifier for
the upper bands, a MOSFET second

mixer, and about 20 more small
MOSFETs in other RF circuits.

Receiuer Mixer
The mixer uses push-pull, dual-gate
MOSFETs. Currently, JFETs are
more commonly used. This 1992 deci-

sion was influenced bv a @SZ article

by Ulrich Rohde, KA2WEU.4 He
wrote, "... a push-pull arrangement
with N-junction FETs or dual-gate
MOSFETs. Both give similar performance. The dual-gate MOSFETs have

slightly more conversion gain, higher
intercept points and higher isolation..." The generous use of attenuator pads helps to provide proper terminations for the mixer, filters and postamplifier.

The crystals chosen are of the high-

est grade obtainable; the ICM part
numbers are given in the parts list.
Each crystal frequency is 40 MHz
above the low edge of the corresponding 1-MHz-wide band. Rather than a

4l-MHz crystal for the 160-meter

band, 41.8 MHz is used. There are two
reasons for this. One is merely opera-

tor convenience: The band is tuned
from 000 to 200 on the counter and this
saves cranking the knob over 30 turns
when going from the low end of the dial
to the portion that would otherwise be
used for 160. The second reason is more

serious. A local oscillator at 41 MI{z
would allow considerable LO energy to
enter the 40-MHz IF circuits; shifting
to 41.8 MHz reduces this problem. The
counter readings for 160 meters cause
no trouble; DX work is done at the low
end, so the readings are 000 to 040, and

,$
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Fig 4-Local oscillator and injection amplifier. For general notes on the schematics, refer to the caption
of Fig 3. Only one of the 10
separate oscillator circuits is shown. Certain compbnent values for the 10 circuits are given in a sequence
colresponding to the
oscillator

frequencies from 41.8 to 69 MHz.

C1-12 pF ceramic piston trimmer

capacitor.

C2-Silver mica or NP0 ceramic:

39, 39, 33,
33, 33, 27, 10, 10, 10, 10 pF.
C3. Silver mica or NP0 ceramic: 150. 1 50,
120, 120,'l 20, 1 00, 39, 39, 39, 39 pF.
L1-Oscillator coil, 11 turns #24

enameled wire wound on Rl, 0.225 inch
ID, 10 required. Adjust or alter to 10
turns as required.
Ql
bipolar transistor, f,
-High-frequency
rating
of 600 MHz or higher, 10
required.MPS918, 2N918, 2N5179, BFy90
or similar.

R1-1

kO,

1 W,

carbon composition, 10

51-Bandswitch, 11 position phenolic

wafer, 10 positions used.This wafer is
lnoqnJed to the front panel, and ganged to
the PA bandswitch. Ten lines, +12A to
+12J,lead to the oscillators and to the
diode matrix for the preselector; only two
of these lines are shown.
T1-9:1 transformer, 8 trifilar turns on
FT37-61 lerrite toroidal core.
T2-4:1 transformer, 4 bifilar turns on
FT37-61 ferrite toroidal core.
U1-This lC voltage regulator requires
bypass capacitors that are not shown; see
Part 5, page 36, note 1 8. (Also see Note 3,
here.)

Y1-Third overtone AT-cut crystal,

ICM

grade HA-S, ICM #471570 or #476570
above 65 MHz.The 10 crystals are cut for
41.8, 43, 47, 50. 54,58. 61, 64, 68 and 69
MHz. For more convenient tuning, optional
crystals cut for 43.5 and/or 64.5 MHz may
be substituted; see text. Some savings in
cost may be obtained by using grade CS-i
crystals, perhaps with nearly the same
performance; ICM #471370 or #47637O
above 65 MHz.

required.
R4A-R41. Nine resistors to generate the
band-code output, 1% metal-film with the
following values (in kA): 104, 47,28,18.5,
12.8,9,6.3, 4.3,2.7.This results in bandcode outputs of 1 to 9 V for the nine ham
bands.
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no operator confusion results. Similarly, to reduce VFO knob-cranking, a
builder may choose to use crystals for
80 meters and 12 meters at 43.5MHz
and 64.5 MHz, although this will result
in somewhat awkward counter read-

m

ings.

Oscillator Adjustment
The procedure is the same for any
oscillator using a third-overtone crystal. During adjustment, both the frequency and the oscillator's output level

-9

must be monitored. The frequency is
measured at the LO amplifier output.
Test point TP2 in Fig 4 provides a re-

o

I
l

D

duced level sufficient for a counter,

.9

without danger of overload. The
counter probe is not allowed to encroach on the oscillator itself, where it

may disturb the circuit, lowering the
output and shifting the frequency. The
bias trimpots in the oscillator circuits
are individually adjusted to minimize
collector current consistent with good
starting and to obtain equal oscillator
output levels on each band. The injection level at the receiver mixer is measured at test point TP1 in Fig 3, using
the built-in RF probe. The nominal in.jection level is 1V of RF. This is measured at test point TP1 as -1.0 V with
a 10-MQ dc meter, or -1.4 V measured
with a 100-MO meter. If necessary, R3
may be altered somewhat to change
the bias on Q3 and obtain the desired
output.
Using the built-in RF probe is preferable to measuring injection level with a
scope. Even a 10:1, low-capacity probe

o
,9

a

I
o
@

ooo
ooo

and a 100-MHz scope can cause a 3-dB
o

Fig S-Transmitter circuits. For general
notes on the schematics, refer to the
caption of Fig 3.
BPFl-Same as BPF1 in Fig 3.
LPFl-Low-pass filter, s-pole Butterworth,
cut'off frequency 32 MHz. Each inductor is
400 nH, 15 turns onT37-12 iron-powder
toroidal core.The outer capacitors are 62
pF silver mica; the central capacitor is

N

4-*
'(P
+

200 pF.

LPF2-Low-pass filter, s-pole Chebyshev,
cut-off frequency 30 MHz, ripple 0.5 dB.
Each inductor is 326 nH, 11 turns onT251 0 iron-powder toroidal core. The outer
capacitors are 180 pF silver mica; the
central capacitor is 270 pF.
T1-Secondary:12 turns on FT37-61
ferrite toroidal core, center-tapped.
Primary: 2 turns over center of secondary.
The turns-ratio is chosen not to match
impedance or maximize gain, but to obtain
the desired signal level at each mixer gate.
T2-Primary: 20 turns on FT37-43 ferrite
toroidal core, center-tapped. Secondary:
3 turns wound over center of primary. This
turns-ratio converts the 50 O load to
1100 O for each drain; this is a heavy load
that contributes to good linearity.
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loss in injection level when applied to
gate two of a MOSFET. Any temptation

to occasionally touch up the oscillator
frequencies with only a counter should
be resisted; the injection level at the
mixers must also be watched. The
built-in RF probe makes this easy. A

slight change in trimmer capacity often
results in a drastic change in the oscillator output level. An injection level
much less than specified will degrade
mixer performance. A moderatelv
higher level is tolerable, though. ThL

which is not usually required. The level
specified here is about 3 V(pk-pk); this

usual specification given for MOSFETs

LO feed-through.

is 5 V(pk-pk); this is only needed for
absolute-maximum conversion gain,

is a compromise producing nearly
maximum conversion gain, with less

1Ok

1.2k
220

.lw

Fig 6-Driver circuit. For general notes on the schematics,.refer to the caption of Fig 3. The
bypass capacitors at all ALC lines are 1 nF.
compa.rtm-dnts;_trre ci"rcuiis
(A) and (B).rhe rimired
I:""1."y1^"^?PJI
l:,,i."^:r.,^v-ej,':^?:iI
bypassing
or the source
terminals in illyl_:"t:-rql"^:Tglg99
the first two MopFET stages,'with roo-pr oisc
iiil'b?"
the HF range.Gomplete bypassing of the third stage is necessiryio proviad adequate orive roi
"q-,j"ii.E
da.ihe trimpots
in the drain circuits of
the first two.stages are used to adiust for individuil tra.nsistor gain viriations and to aistriuute
the gain equally between these two
stages.The bias trimpots should be set initially to maximum re6istance.
L1-100 p"H, 43 turns #28 enameled wire
Q6-Q7-Motorola 2Ng641, or similar stud- RFCl_Output choke for protection
,82 ptH,
on FT37-61 ferrite toroidal core.
mounted, bipolarVHF transistor,
j4 turns on FT37_43 ferrite toroidal core.
L2-900nH, l5turns#24enametedwire dissipationiatingof 15W.(Avaiiableat ij_fZ_:qir
transformer, lSbifilarturns#28
on T50-6 iron powder toroidal core.
Richirdson)
enameled wire on FTgT_Agferrite toroidal
Q5-2N3866; install a small snap-on topcore.
hat style heatsink.

a;'Jh;;;;i
""iiri" ""p""i;;;[!ft

.""'
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While adjusting the oscillator trim_

mer capacitor, the frequency will varv
"t""et

and the osciliator oulput
*iil
have a peak. The oscillator.no"ta l"
set at the peak or onthe low-frequency

side of the peak-with the

t.i--",

capacitor set to a greater capacity than
at the peak. Settings on the-1ow_capac_
ity side of the peak may result in insta_

bilities.^ A good crysiat *ill usuaiiy
fav5 a frequency ar peak outpur rhai
rs above the marked frequency. so
ad_
justment at preciseiy the marked
fre_
quency is easily obtained. An adjust_
ment within 100 Hz is suffic'ient.
Although the resulting. fr"qr'rur..;_
readout accuracy does not upp.ouan

that of modern frequency_synthesized
radios with TCXOs, experlenced op_
erators know that for serious DX work
the ear is more important than the

dial.

The coils should be e_doped for sta_

bility..(Q-dope, a polystyrene coating
specially formulated for RF circuits,

i!

available from GC Electronics. #i0_
3702; see Table 4.r In the event that

oscillation does not occur, the resonant
frequency of the tuned circuit shouil
be checked with a grid-dipper. Oscltia_
tion results when the feedback is of the
proper phase. This occurs when the

resonant tank frequency

oboue !he crystol frequency;

is stightty
individual

coils may need to be lrimmed accord_
ingly. The bias trim-pots allow op"ru_
tion at the lowest feasible ..y.tui crrr_
rent, dependent on individuat crvstal
.ag.tivitV This helps achieve high sta_
bility;
very little frequency drlft has
been observed over nine years of all_
day, every-day operation. Specifying

crystals of the highest qualiiy f.orl i
first-rate manufacturer-has no doubi
helped to produce this happv result-

Transmitter Circuits
The transmitter,s mixer circuit is

shown in Fig b. After the singly bal_
anced MOSFET mixer is a bipolar stage

that delivers the HF signal to

tfre

DRIVE control on the froni panel. The
generous use of attenuator pads helps
provide proper terminations for the
mixer and the fiiters. From the panel

Driuer Circuit
Fig 6 shows the driver circuit. The

design of most of this section is derivJ
from the CX7.5 Three MOSFET.t;g;;

provide moderate gain, but ur" .,J"d
mainly for ALC. The 100_k0 resistor on
the ALC line performs no essential
function; however, it is importa"t il;_
ing the construction phase. It is usual
to construct a circuit such as the driver
board as a separate moclule, ura b"rr"tl_
test ir before insrallation. During this

time, the MOSFETs-with their,r"npro_
tected gates-would be subject to dam_
age if no return path to ground was

provided for the gain_control gates.

Even when the driver is instattej,

iiis

questionable what return path might
be provided by the ALC circuit o" ;h;
control board when the radio is pow_
ered off. The last three bipolar stages
raise the level to about b00 mW to drive
the grid ofthe PA tube. Thus, Lhe g072
tetrode srage has a gain ofabout 26 clB.
The last three bipolar stages opurute
in
class A at 84 V dc: this onrui", gooJ

amptifier circuit. For generat
liq]^
-l-"y:r
nores on
the schematics, refer
to thie

caption of Fig 3. Only one of the seven
separate fixed-tuned plate tank circuits
is
in the.diagram. The bypass
:19y,,1.
capacitor
at the screen ring ii connected
as described in the text.Th-er" aie no---"
bypass capacitors connected to the
screen pins on the tube base; the 5-60-O
resistor serves to decouple tfre scieen.The trimmer capacitors ih ttre SWn Oiioo"
T.ay oe small ceramic types, but air
rnmmers are more likely to survive the
occasional severe mismatch or
atmospheric static discharge. Most of the
PA- com.ponents were salvaged
from old

CX7 radios.

C1-Tank tuning capacitors for the seven

rleg-jylgd
p-l:{

ranges. 160 meters: fixed 100
ky transmirting, with 4_24 pF air
in parallel. g0 through 15 meters:

-b
tnmmer

4-24 pF air trimmer.

C2-Tank loading capacitors for the seven

rxed--tuned ranges, 30_200 pF. Elmenco
#Ju4M mica trimmer, modified with four
prate: and double mica insulators.
uJ-tank_tuning capacitor for the panelIuned 24, 28 and29 MHz ranqes: 1b0-oF
transmitting air variable. 3 kV, sp;;i
0.070 inch.
toading capacitor for the panet_
91-^lllk
runed 1z and 1O-meter ranges: Rec6iving
linearity.
air variable, 700 pF.
For driving VHF transverters at HF, K1-. Antenna TB'relay. Kilovac type HC_l,
a_ take-off tap may easily
be added ai 3.6 kV breakdown, 1 8 A current tapacitv. 6the output of e5. ALC irom the VHF ms operating time, 26.5 V Oc, AO mh coii.
Jennrngs type RJlA is identical; both are
units may then be applied to the HF available from
Surplus Sales oi N;b;;;k;.
section. Some factory_built radios do
I ne reed_ relay from a CX7
may also be
used with good results. but leis r,"iiat-ititu
not provide an ALC function when used
rn,e
reed
relay requires a higher coil
with transverters; this is one cause of
volta.g.e. The circuit allows easy
splatter on the VHF bands. The driver modif.ication
for various coil voltages, by
must always be protected against high applying different voltages
to ttre iermin'al
RF output voltages; this islone aufl_ labeled +1S in the diaqram.
Ll-Tank
coils
for
thJseven fixed_tuned
matically by the grid ALC circuit and
ranges.
the PA-heater warm,up aetay circuil. toroidal Amidon T200A_2 iron-powder
cores are
for f OO anJAO
When the heater is off, though, th; meters; fragments used
of type T200_2 are Lsed
ror
+15T line cannot be enabled. When
the next four bands (see text).The coils
driving a transverter at HF, provision are wound with #16 enameled wire for thefour lower bands. and with #14 toitne - 'should be made to enable only the por_
other three bands. The ferrite cores aie
tion ofthe driver that is used.
insulated with Teflon tape before the
wtndrng is applied.The 160 and go_meter
When an 8072 tetrode does fail, it is
likely to do so in a rather unfrierraiv rank ctrcuits are i_L networks; 'OO
the other
tank circuits are n-networks. f
meieis:
way. A short from screen to grid may 47
turns. 80 meters: 3g turns. 40 meters:
apply a transient pulse from ttre +SOl) 18 turns on
j/2
core. gO meters: 16 turni on
V line through the blocking capacitor 1lz cof9.20 meters: 11 turns on,l,
core. li'
to the driver. So, one may sadly find meters: 10 turns on 1/4 core. 15 metersr 12
-

that in addition to the loss oftne tule,
there are several shorted transistors in
the driver circuit. The RFC to g.ounJ
at the.driver output prevents damage
from this transient. Two blocking Ja_
pacitors are then required; one he"re in
the driver and another at the pA grid.
The last three driver stages u..-" bi_

DRIVE control, the signal is fed to
the seven-stage driver. The resistive
DRIVE control is crucial to keeping all
stages operating well within their linased for coilector currents oi about 80.
ear regions, without relying on exces_ 130,
and 340 mA, respectively. Bias
voltage and without utilizing adjustments
:r,"-"_ {!C
are made with the indi_
PIN diodes, which may degracle IMf vidual
trimpots whiie measuring the
performance. The low-pass filters serve
emitter voltages: 0.4b, 0.9 and Sl+ V.
mainly to reject the 40-MHz IF and the The
bias-adjustment circuits include
LO. Harmonics will also be generatecl
extra resistors in series with the
in the PA and must be rejected there.
trimpots. These extra resistors limit
28 Nov/Dec 2001 qEX-

turns air-wound. 1.125 inch lD, f .S incfr
l?19t ?jpgl9ins.on individuat component
cnaracteristics,
the coils may need
adjustment or trimming to o6tain
re-sonance and proper loading.
L2-L-network coils for 160 a;d g0 meters.
--'-'
T200"-2 iron-powder toroidal cor""-ur"
used. 160 meters:29 turns. g0 meters: 17
lr{rns_j L2 is omitted for the other OanOs.'
f!-Tank coit for the panet-tuned 12 ;;d
l-o ll."I"l TlSgsi 6 turns #8 bare wire, 1.2s
inch tong. Sitver ptating is
ln_ql 1D,.1:5
opttonal,
but not likely to imfrove perrormance siqnif icanfl v.

PS1-Parasitic iuppressbr, 4 turns #14
bare copper wire. 0.25 inch lD, 0.g75 inch
rong. two resistors, each 69 !2,3_W metal_
oxtde. are connected to the coil with
minimal lead lengths. lt is best not to wind
a parasitic suppressor coil over a ,esistoi

as the RF field induced in the resistor may
cause unwanted effects.
R1-Select according to the coil
requirements of the antenna relay
installed. For a 12 or 48-V coil, in6tead of
tle 1]! V connection, use ground or the
+34-V line.
RFC1-Plate choke: 140 pH,500 mA.The
CX7 choke works very wbll, even on the
new bands. Other chokes must be
checked for series resonances.
51-PA bandswitch,2 ceramic wafers. 11
position, nonshorting. Only 10 positions
are used.This switch must handle
reasonably high RF voltages. The more
common size, with 1.25-inch spacing
between mounting studs, is inidequite.
The surplus flea-market switch used here
has 1 .5-inch spacing. The ,,nonshortinq,,
specification refers to the narrow widtE of
the moving contact; this lessens the
chance for arcing between contacts.The
12-position switch, which has very close
spacing at the lug for the moving tontact,
should be avoided.The switch iidriven by
a shaft connected to the rear of the local-'
oscillator bandswitch on the front panel.
T1-FT37-61 toroidal core. Second'ary: 10
bifilar turns. Primary: a single #14 wiie,
with Tefton sleeving-, througih the toroid.
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the range of control and prevent inad-

vertent application of maximum bias
voltage to a stage, with probable attendant destruction ofthe transistor. The
resistors also permit the use of smaller-

value trimpots and reduced dissipation. The last stage operates at about
10 W collector dissipation-a very
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sturdy class-A stage for delivering only
% W to the PA. This helps maintain
good linearity, since the pA,s clriving
impedance changes when grid .rrr.u^l
begins to flow, and there are no tuned
circuits at this point to provide a flywheel effect.

Output Power Leuel Control
t

The main transceiver panel provides a fixed transmitter output level
of -7 dBm. Power-level control and

ALC operation are effected separately
at each ofthe three front-end sections.

The panel adjustments at the frontend sections eliminate the need for
any operator adjustments at the main
transceiver panel when switching
front ends. This is particularly corrr"-

Jl=
iN

nient for instant switching between
the VHF bands during a contest-a

O
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L

necessary operating feature for a top
score. In this HF section, the transmit
signal from the mixer circuit is fed to
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the panel DRIVE control at a level of
about 50-200 mV (pk-pk) (depending
on frequency), and then to the driver
section at about 0-50 mV (pk-pk) (depending on the desired output power
and the amount of ALC compression
in use). For precise controi of operating parameters, both

qEX-
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and an OUTPUT control are required. sult in
ALC compression of 2 to B dB_
Each control affects the output power a moderate
amount. A single MOSFET
and the ALC functioning, but in very may be
able to handle a B_dB gain redifferent ways. The OUipUT controi duction without producing
Itt4d, but to
varies a voltage threshold in the ALC ensure the
cleanest signal possible, t he
circuit, setting the level at which the ALC voltage is
applied to three casALC circuit begins to limit the trans_ caded MOSFET
stages, so that each is
mitter output power. The power out_ required to operate
with a gain reduc_
put may be varied from neariy 0 up to tion of only
1 dB.
200 W. On the other hand, the DRiVE
Proper output and drive_level ad_
control directly varies the actual RF justment by the
operator is easv. The
signal level applied to the driver. The OUTPUT control
is set at the dlsired
transmitter RF from 1,.8 to 2g.7 MHz lgr*
wh
ite
Jlgl. controlkeying or speaking.
is routed directly through the carbon the DRIVtr
is adjustecl for thl
DRIVE potentiometer. As the DRIVE optimum ALC
meter reading of about
control is advanced, the drive level
Y (40c/o) on the main transceiver
first reaches the point at which the -2
panel. The ALC meter reads signal
power output attains the level preset level while
receiving and is calibriteci
by the OUTPUT control; the ALC voit_ from 0 to
100 dB. When transmitting,
age begins to rise at this point. Further the
same meter indicates the AL-C
advancement of the DRIVE control voltage from 0 to
-5 V; the scale read_
does not increase the power output; ings may
be interpreted as percent_
the ALC circuits keep the output at the ages. The proper
DRIVE control set_
preset level.
ting is not critical; any reading be_
This arrangement avoids a common tween 20o/c and
80% will produce a
problem that occurs when onlv an clean signal at full power.
OUTPUT control is provided. In that
situation, an excessively high ALC PA Circuit
voltage is required to achieve iow out_
The PA's output tank circuit is
put power levels; this may be more adapted from the
CX7 design. The CX7
than the ALC-controlled stage may be provides a set of
manual pA tuning
able to handle without distortion. fhis and loading
controls and an optional
problem can arise in eRp operation, "broadband
PA tuning,, feature. This
when driving a low-drive tetiode kilo_ feature involves
banks ofpreset inter_
watt amplifier, or when driving a VHF nal tune and load-trimmer
capacitors_
transverter. The OUTpUT control in merely a fixed-tuned
arrangement. It
this HF section is usecl for eRp opera- worked well enough
on the lower bands.
tion, Iow-power contest operation at but the poor L/C ratio
on l0 meters
100 W, when conditions allow reducerl made coverage
of an entire 1-MHz segpower or with a linear amplifier lack_ ment difficult.

ing an ALC provision. Normal opera,
tion is very simple: The OUTpUT.orr_
trol is left at maximum. and the

In addition. coii_turn

shorting and toroid-core losses resulted

in reduced output on 15 meters.
The K5AM homebrew radio uses a
DRIVE conrrol is used to se1 the proper variation of that
scheme. There is no
ALC compression levei.
operating choice between manual or
fixed tuning; the choice is built_in.
Automatic Leuel Control
There are 10 1-MHz bands to be cov_
The DRTVE control on the panel ofthe ered. For the lower
seven bands. seven
HF front-end section is adjusted for the
correct amount of ALC compression,

us ually because of limiting of the g072
grid current or for proper drive level to
a kilowatt amplifier. An ALC control
line runs from each kilowatt amplifier
back to the corresponding front-end
section, with ALC metering at the
transceiver. The ALC control voltage is
applied to dual-gate MOSFETs, as is
common. An iMD problem can occur if
excessive ALC voltage is appliecl to a
XfOSFET to obtain a large gain reduc_
tion. An extreme case occurs when an
ALC line is improperly used to drasti_
ca1ly reduce the power output ofa radio
to drive a low-input-ievel transverter.
^\ proper drive-level adjustment will re-
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sepa.rate fixed-tuned n- or n-L net_
works are used, with no provision for
manual control. For the three upper
bands (24, 28, 29 MHz), there is one
manually tuned n network with front_
panel controls, with no provision for
fixed-tuned operation. Air-wound coils
are used for 15 meters and up. This ar_
rangement improves performance bv
avoiding the use ofshorted turns on I

single tank coil, by utilizing compo_
nents that are more appropriate ancl
by providing better L/C ratios on the
upper bands. For contesting, the panel

controls are tuned for 28 MHz: the

resu lt is eq uivalent to [ixed-tuned. nohands operation on all bands.
The PA circuit is shown in Fig 7. The

design shown here may be easily
adapted to an external amplifier for
any low-power homebrew transceiver.
The use of completely separate tank
circuits simplifies the construction.
The bandswitch requires only two wa_

fers in the PA compartment and a
single wafer at the panel to su,itch
+72 Y to the selected iocal oscillator
and the diode matrix for the presel_
ector. The 27\-kA resistor instalied
close to the tube's screen terminal pro_
vides an important protective func_
tion. In the event ofioss ofscreen volt_
age and an open, unloaded screen cir_

cuit, induced current from the plate
could produce a high voltage ul th"
screen terminal, damaging the tube
and/or the screen bypass capacitor.
The resistor drains off this induced
current.
There are eight separate pA tank cir_
cuits; coils for the iower six fixed_tuned
ranges use iron-powder toroidal coils or

coils wound on portions of a toroiclai

core. The 15-meter, fixed-tuned range

and the panel-tuned range for tZ aid
10 meters use air-wound coils. portions
ofa core were used because it was found
that when only a few turns were wound
on one side ofa large toroid, nearly the
same inductance could be obtained us_

ing only a piece of ferrite material
slightly larger than the winding; this
method also saves space. Alternaiively,

smaller-sized cores could be used. (The
idea for using a fragment of a large core
was provoked by an unscheduied event:

accidentally dropping a toroid on the
concrete floor ofthe garage shack.)
The use of an air-wound coil for 15

meters followed a few experiments.
The CX7, while reaching 200 W or
more on the lower bands, was notori_

ous for dropping to about 180 W on 10
meters, and surprisingly, even lower
on 15 meters, to little more than 100

W. It was usually thought that short_
ing turns on the large toroid with the

bandswitch was the main reason. The
method used here avoids that problem.
Another cause of power loss was also
found. When a ferrite core was tried for
'I
5 meters, only 170 W was obtainecl,
the same as on 17 meters, while the rig
reached over 200 W from 160 to 20
meters. Further, the ferrite core be_
came extremely hot, burning the insu_
Iating fabric. With the air-wound coil.
the power on 15 meters increased to
190 W. The conclusion might be that
type-2 iron-powder material (Micro_
metals red) is unsuitable at this power
level on 15 meters, and is not opfimat

on 17 meters. Type-6 (Micro-metals
yellow) could be tried for these bands.

The panel-tuned circuit yields 180 W
on the 72 and 10-meter bands.
SWR-Bridge Adjustment

The usual procedure is followed.
First, the transmitter is set up to cleliver about 100 W to a good dummy
load on 10 meters. Then the trimmer
capacitor associated with the reverse
detector (closest to the tube) is adjusted for minimum voltage at the
REV terminat. The input/output RF
connections and REV/FVD connections to the bridge are then reversed
by reversing the entire bridge subassembly; the adjustment is then repeated. The bridge may be left in this
final position. This completes adjustment of the bridge itself; further circuit adjustments on the control board
are indicated below.
PA Protection Circuits
The 8072 is one tough bottlel I use a
total of eight of these tetrodes. They
were all obtained on the used/surplus
market at very little cost; most are 25
to 30 years old. With proper protection
circuits, failures almost never occur.
Screen Current Li miti ng

The crucially delicate part of the
8072 is the screen; screen protection is

mandatory. Unfortunately, the Signali
One CX7 had no effective screen-protection circuit. Thus, the failure rate of
the 8072 in the CX7 was quite high,
earning the 8072 an undeserved notoriety. The protection circuit used here
monitors the screen current and uses
the ALC system to limit the drive level
to the PA, holding the screen current to
a safe level. At 300 V, a preset limit of
20 mA keeps the screen dissipation

slightly into the class-AB2 region. The
CX7 grid-ALC circuit provides limiting at about 4 mA of grid current and
is very simple and reliable. It is used
here with only slight modification and
with components selected for a grid
current of about 2 mA. The circuit does
require initial adjustment and further

re-adjustment if the tube or bias setting is changed. This grid-AlC circuit
should be easily adaptable to other tet-

rodes and other bias voltages.

The grid-ALC circuit is shown in
Fig 8; it is installed on the control
board. Using only a single transistor,
the circuit includes provision for biasvoltage regulation and adjustment. The
transistor operates as an emitter-fol-

lower voltage regulator. The Idle

trimpot establishes

a preset voltage at
the base, and thus also at the emitter.
This voltage, usually about -20 V dc, is

the operating bias for the PA grid. After
the idle adjustment is made for 100-mA

plate current, tllre Balance trimpot is
adjusted to obtain 0 V at the collector,
test point TP4. When the grid draws

current under peak RF drive conditions, nearly all this current appears at

the transistor collector. This current
increases the voltage drop in R1 and
drives the collector negative. For example, a grid current of about 2.2 mA
will cause an increase of 7.2 V in the
voltage drop across R1. The collector is
thus driven from 0 Lo -7.2 V. The Zener
diode and the three diodes in the remainder of the ALC circuits have a total drop of about 6.2 V. The resulting
-1.0 V on the main ALC line wili begin
to reduce the gain of the driver and to
indicate on the ALC meter. The grid-

under 6 W, well below the manu-

current threshold at which ALC action
begins can be changed by changing the
Zener diode. When not transmitting, or
between code elements, the KEyl line is
open, and the full -60 V from the bias

supply is applied to the grid as cut-off
bias.

Heater Warm-(Jp Delay
The 8072 heater requires a 60-second warm-up period before piate current may be safely drawn. The classic
giass vacuum time-delay tube is stili
available at rather inflated prices and
is only infrequently found at flea markets at bargain prices. The easiest soIution, as for most timing problems, is
an op-amp timer. The warm-up circuit
is on the control board. Transmitting
is inhibited until about a minute after
the 8072 heater is switched on.
Hea,t-Sink Fan Timer
The 8072 PA heat sink does not re-

quire a fan; but in the interest oflong
service life, it is best to keep equipment

as cool as possible. In high-duty-cycle
contest operation, or on AM or RTTY,
the heat sink can become quite hot if a

fan is not used. A small, inaudible
I20-Y ac "muffin" fan keeps the heat
sink fairly cool. A timer turns on the
fan at the start of each transmission,

and keeps it running for several minutes after the end of the transmission.
The result is that during a contest, the
fan runs continuously. The fan timer
circuit is on the control board. Another
muffin fan, also inaudibie, is installed

directly above the tube;

it runs con-

tinuously whenever the heater is lit. In
receive mode, this exhaust fan re-

-60 v

facturer's absolute-maximum rating of
8 W. High screen current occurs under
improperly light loading conditions.
When the loading is set too lightly with

the manual controls or when a faulty

antenna provides an improper load, the
ALC voltage rises and the transmitter
output will be reduced, but the screen

current wili be held at the safe limit.

Grid Current Limiting
Grid current is limited by the ALC
circuit. This is not so much to protect
ttre 8072 tube, which is also rated for
class-C service and can take 50 mA of
grid current, but to ensure linearity.
Lack of ALC in amplifiers is a maior
cause of splatter on the ham bands.
The 8072 requires grid current of
about 2-3 mA for fu1l linear output.
This means that the tube operates

BAS

of Fig
for speciol notes.

See coption
33V
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GRID ALC

lig 8lGrid-ALC circuit. For general notes on the schematics, refer to the caption of
Fig 3. This circuit allows a certain amounJ of grid current to flow before deveioping ALC
voltage_t_o limit the drive level; see text.The ci-rcuit may be adapted to any smail telrode.
Q1-MPS-A42, or similar small NpN transistor with a voltage riting of atieist 1so v.
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Fig 9-Control circuits. For general notes
on the schematics, refer to the caption of
Fjg 3. Except for the two op amps in the
Enable circuit, the op ampS on ihis board
are all powered from the +15E and _15E
lines.
DS1-Two-color LED. 3 leads.
S1.-Rotary switch; 2 pole, 3 position. The
other section, for eRp operaiion, is shown
in Fig 11.
01-MPS-A92, or similar small pNp
transistor with a voltage rating of at least
150 V.

moves heat generated bv the tube
heater. In transmit, it helps cool the
anode.

Control Circuits
Many functions are carried out bv

the control board. One is special to th"e

CW or voice features, without trans_
mitting QRM. The STANDBy mode al_
lows the main transceiver panel to
remain in Operate, so the computer
interface, voice levels, clipping, side_
tone and so forth, can all be checked
out and adjusted without transmitting

a signal.
When the HF section is enabled, the
+15E, -15E, and +15R lines are ener_

gized.

If the OPERATE switch is en_

gaged, and the XMIT line is closed bv
circuits on the main transceiver panei,
then the +15R line drops out, urr.l th"
+15T line is energized. The controi signals between the various units are all

carried by two shielded cables: one
from the front-end relay box to the HF
section (or, alternatively, directly

from the main transceiver panel),

and
arrangement of this homebrew sta_ one from the HF section to the
kilowalt
tion, with a 40-MHz transceiver and amplifier. In addition, phono jacks
three front-end sections. The front permit separate connection to
each
ends must be capable ofquick change, control line; these phonojacks
are norjust
with
one button on the operating mally used only during tests
on the
bench and no cable changes. This is workbench.
managed by the front-end relay box
described in Part 5 (see Note 3). Aside Auxiliary Receiu ing Antenna C ontrol

from the coax relays involved, the key
To enable the reverse-selection, foot_
to the system is tlne enabllzg feature switch function described above.
an e:rbuilt into each front-end. The single clusiue-or circuit is used, with diodes
control line for this purpose is termed and an op amp. The auxiliary
receive
the ENABLE line. When grounded, it antenna is connected whenever
one. but
enabies the selected front-end to func- only one. of the two switches.
panel
tion; otherwise all circuits are dis- switch or foot-switch, is closed.
abled. When the HF section is enabled.
the LED above the STBY/OpER switch Control of External Kilowatt
lights up green. Then, when transmit- Amplifiers
ting, the same LED turns red.
Although the kilowatt amplifiers in
Other control lines from the front- my shack have the usual STANDBy
end switch box are for XMIT and KEy /OPERATE switches, each
front-end
to control the front-end section, and for section includes a switch
to select eiALC metering on the main transceiver ther barefoot or amplifier
operation.
panel. Although keying and timing This is easily accomplished
because
of the keying waveform are done at control of each amplifier is provided by
40MHz on the main transceiver panel, its associated front-end section,
rather
the 8072 tetrode in the HF section is than by the main transceiver panel.
If
also keyed. The HF section serves also the
QRP/BF/PA switch on the HF
to control the kilowatt amplifier. The panel is set to PA then the external pA
panel switch Iabeied QRp/BF/pA, PTT and PA KEY lines are closed
selects QRP operation, barefoot opera- whenever the XMIT and
KEy control
tion at up to 200 W from the HF sec, signals are received from the main
tion or kilowatt operation using the transceiver panel. The control board in
external amplifier. In each of these each front-end section includes
cirmodes of operation, the OUTpUT con- cuits connecting to the PTT,
KEy and
trol on the panel sets the desired power ALC circuits in the HF amplifier.
The
output level. The control circuits are external kilowatt amplifiers are keyed
shown in Fig 9.
along with the transceiver; thus, plate
current is reduced to zero between CW
Enabling and TR circuits
code elements. This reduces average
In addition to enabling by the front- plate dissipation considerably.6
end relay box, the HF section has an
The main transceiver panel proOPERATE switch that enables the vides an XMIT control signal only for
transmit circuits. The STANDBY po- the selected front end. This means
sition of this switch is very useful for that selection of the appropriate amtesting memory keyers and computer pJ ifier is automatic. ln more typical

situations, this arrangement would
mean that the radio controls the
transverter and the transverter con_

trols its associated amplifier. One but_
ton on the operating bench instanta_
neously switches the entire station
from HF to 50 or I44 MHz. Further.
the main panei BAND switch oprion
can be used so that merely switching
PTOs wiil automatically switch frontend sections and ampiifiers. A typicai
VHF contest set-up with the two pTOs

is for 50 MHz and 744.200 MHz. While
running stations on six meters. one
light touch on the MON button above

the main tuning knob is enough to
check for propagation on two meters.

During sunspot-maximum periods,
PTO A can be used with the HF sec-

tion for DX chasing, with pTO B set for
50.110 MHz. One touch on the MON
button is enough to check for that elusive six-meter, F2-layer propagation.

ALC Circuit
Fig 10 shows the main ALC circuit;
it is installed on a portion ofthe con-

trol board. This ALC method could be
adapted to a variety of amplifiers. The
AlC-combining op amp U1 is clriven
by five ALC signais: the output-power

limiting circuit, the
(SWR)

reverse-power

limiting circuit, the r.re"r-.rr"rent protection circuit, the grid-ALC
circuit and the external kilowatt amplifier. The 10-pF capacitor near the
combining op amp holds the ALC voltage between syllables; the decay time
constant is 200 ms. Each ALC input is

derived from a low-impedance source,
altack time is very short. After
the five ALC signals are combined, the
result is applied to the three ALC-conso the

trolled stages on the driver board.
Op amp U1 is a voltage follower
whose output corresponds to the highest of the five applied inputs. Usualiy
oniy one of the ALC inputs hits its
limit first and assumes control of the
drive level. For example, my tetrode
kilowatt ampiifier requires a drive
power of only 30 W; thus, the amplifier ALC controls the HF section. and
the other four ALC circuits never get
near their limits. When running flatout barefoot with a good antenna, grid
ALC is the controlling factor.
Adjustment is easy. TheBias trimpot
is first set to provide a no-drive level of
+2 V at the MOSFET gain-control gates
(G2), test point TP3, in the driver section of Fig 6. This puts the operating
point for the MOSFETs at the knee of
the gain curve; see Fig 10 in the AGC

article (Note 2). The ALC Adjust
trimpot is then set so that 10 dB of
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10-Main ALC circuit. For general notes on the schematics, refer to the caption of Fig 3.

p!1--Twqgolor

LED, two lead_sj glows green or red, corresponding to a positive or a nedalive current.
M1-M2-Milliammeter, 1 mA, 1OO O

Fig 11-(right) Power-supply circuit. For general notes.on the schematics, refer to the caption of Fig
3. Diodes are type 1N4oo7, except
as noted.The lc regulators are styleT0-220, bolted to the rear panel as a heatsink.

D1-D4-1 A, 3 kV PIV
DS-This diode protects the lc

regulator
lrom damage by preventing the
electro_lytic capacitor on the driver board
from_d.ischarging into the lc.
FL1/P1-Line filter with IEC ac chassis
connector, 6 A.
J1, J2-Standard ac fan connector, with
lii-fi'I*'u'"q_meter,1

Rl-This resistor draws more current than
required for a bleeder; its purpose is to
heip stabilize the screen supify.
R2-preset to minimum resldtance to
prevent damage to the driver iransistors
before adjustrient.

RTl-ln-rush limiter for ac line, Keystone

Thermometrics CL-60, 10 e cold,5:A

mA,1o0o.

fl?!':'i1i.9,""X'1i,lli#?,1,t?'f,",13,.
Movl-Mov3-Metal oxide varistor (MoV) KeystoneThermometrics cL-l80, 16 o
lfgl.sjglt p.r9!9ct9Jq, cE type V130LA1 0A, co[d, r .z-A operating current, MO#527-

MO#570-V130LA10A.
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cL180.

51-Rotary switch; 2 pole,3 position.The
other section, for control of the external
kilowatt amplifier, is shown in Fig 9.
T1-Power transformer; see text and
Note 8.

U1-U3-These voltage regulators require
bypass capacitors that are not shown; see
Part 5, page 36, Note 18. (Also see Note 3,
here.)
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compression is obtained when the ALC
meter reads -4 V (80c/a). One way to
measure the compression is with a dual-

trace scope at the input and output of
the first section ofthe driver. There is a
bit of interaction between the two
trimpots; but it only takes a few minutes for the one-time adjustment of this
circuit. The ALC begins to activate
when the meter indicates -1 V and the
ALC LED lights up green. At -2 V, the
optimum operating point, the ALC compression is only 2 dB. A test can be run
and an AlC-rreter calibration chart

drawn up; the exact correspondence
between the ALC voltage and the compression levei will depend on the indi-

vidual MOSFET characteristics. For
the ALC meter circuit in the transceiver, see Fig 9 in the AGC article
(Note 2).
Power Output Control

The OUTPUT control on the panel
sets the power output. When the set
limit is reached, a control voltage is fed
to the main ALC circuit. This ensures
a definite, fixed output for QRP contest
operation, or for driving a linear amplifier that does not provide ALC. Ampliliers w jthout ALC are a majol cause
ofsplatter on the ham bands. The output level sampling is done by the directional coupler. From the same coupler,
a

sample of reverse power level is fed to

the control board and used to cut back
the drive when high SWR is sensed.
Ajack labeled REV on the rear panel
provides a reverse power sample for a
remote meter; this is used for adjusting a remote antenna tuner. The radio
is set for CW QRP operation at 5 W on
a clear frequency, usually on a lower
band in the daytime with littie propagation. A shielded cable for the keying
line and the REV line runs to the remote tuner at the base of the vertical
antenna. The remote tuner includes a
switch for the key line and a 1-mA
meter for SWR indication. After initial
tuning ofa new vertical antenna at the
center of each of the 160. 80 and 40meter bands, a homebrew automatic
tuner keeps the antenna tuned for 1:1
SWR throughout the band.7
Tlae Forward Power ALC circuit uses
op amp U2 in Fig 10. The OUTPUT
panel control sets the threshold at the
inverting input. When the voltage
from the forward detector in the SWR
applied to the non-invertbridge

-as
this level, the op
ing input-reaches
amp's output begins to go negative.
The feedback is chosen to provide
enough gain to keep the transmitter's
output within a few percent of the se-
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The Reuerse Potuer A-LC circuit uses

never have too many meters!" There
are 37 meters on the homebrew gear
at my contest operating bench, not including factory-built gadgets or the
boat-anchor bench. This HF section
has four meters: plate current, screen

op amp U3 in Fig 10. The circuit is similar to the one for forward power, except

power. With the two meters on the

lected level. The Forward Pouer meter

is driven directly from the detector in
the SWR bridge; adjustment of the
trimpot is done using an accurate external meter.

that the threshold is set internally by a
trimpot on the control board. Op amp

U4 is used to amplify the

reverse
detector's output to drive the meter to a
full-sca1e reading of 10 W. To adjust the
circuit, an external meter is used with
a not-quite-perfect antenna to establish
10 W of reverse power, andtheReuerse
Meter Adjusl trimpot is adjusted for a

full-scale reading. Then the Reuerse

Limit trimpot is adjusted

so that the
ALC meter begins to indicate.
The reverse-meter circuit exemplifies the advantages of op-amp drive for
meters. Not only can almost any meter
be adapted to almost any requirement,
but also op-amp drive can provide foolproof meter protection. In this circuit,
the op amp's output is at most about
-I4 V . With the 12-kQ meter resistor,
the maximum meter current in any
situation will be 1.16 mA: the meter
can never be damaged (see Note 6).
T}re Screen ALC circ;uil utilizes the
screen-current metering shunt in the
power supply. A current of 25 mA

through the 100-0 shunt produces

-2.5 V at test point TP6 in Fig 11 and
results in a full-scale meter reading.
The sense voltage from the shunt is
also applied to op amp U5 in Fig 10. A
-2.5-V threshold at the inverting input is set by the Screen ALC Adjust
trimpot. Allowing for a 5-mA standing
current on the +300-V line, this corresponds to a screen current limit of
20 mA. T}re Grid ALC ctrcuil. shown
in Fig 8, was discussed above.
The heater-warm-up-delay timer
inhibits the PTT circuit until the tube
is sufficiently warm, about 60 seconds
after the heater is switched on. The fan
timer circuit keeps the heatsink fan

running about 3 minutes after each
transmission. Both the fan timer and
the warm-up delay timer use op amps,
only a quarter of a quad package for
each. Op amps as timers often result in
more compact circuits than those using the ubiquitous 555, at least when
there is no high-output-current requirement. Also, op-amp circuits tend
to be simpler and more straightforward; the two inputs permit convenient setting ofthe reference voltages.
Metering
The motto of my shack is: "You can

current, forward power,

reverse

main transceiver pane1, these two
units together constitute an HF radio
with only six meters.
No meter switch is used; this allows
quick, confusion-free readings without reference to a switch position or
multiple scales. The plate current
reads 500 mA full-scale. The operating bias is adjusted to obtain 100 mA
idling plate current; this usually requires about -20 V at the grid. In receive mode or between CW elements,
the tube is cut off by the full -60 V from
the bias supply. At full drive, the plate
current runs somewhere between 200
and 300 mA, depending on the tuning
and loading adjustments and the condition of the tube. The 8072 screen

current at idle usually runs slightly
negative. To allow measurement of
this, the meter is configured with a
total range of 25 mA, indicating from
-5 mA to +20 mA. This is done simply
with an 82-kO resistor on the +300 V
screen-voltage line in the power supply. Together with the 270-kO resistor
at the tube, these draw a total standing current of 5 mA. In standby or idle,
the screen-current meter reads 207a of

full-scale, indicating 0 mA.

The forward-power meter is driven

directly by the directional coupler; the
reverse-power meter uses an op amp to

read lower levels. Although the forward-power meter reads 250 W fullscale, the reverse-power meter reads
only 10 W full-scale. This provides a
very quick and convenient rough check
of the SWR, a variation on the crossedneedle idea. When the two meters read

the same-and the needles are observed to be parallel-the SWR is 1.5;
this is usually considered a very good
match. If the reverse indication is less
than the forward, that's even better; if
much higher, we may need to work on
the antenna. This method does not give
the exact SWR reading that a crossedneedle meter would give, but it does
provide a quicker indication ofsatisfactory operation. The high sensitivity of
the reverse-power meter is also useful
for adjusting antenna tuners at an interference-minimizing level of 5 W.

ALC Indicator
A special feature, which might be
considered a frill, is a panel ALC indi-

cator using the two-coior LED shown in
Fig 10. The main transceiver panel has

an ALC meter, always on line when
transmitting, so an indicator on the HF
panel is not strictly necessary; how_
ever, it is very usefull Its main use is
for rapidly setting the proper drive
level, especially when driving a kilo_

watt amplifier. For very rapid band
changes, it is much easier to observe

the LED than to read the meter. The
LED glows either green or red. The cir_
cuit is arranged so that the LED lights
up green when the ALC line reaches

-1 V, and changes to red when it

reaches -4 V. Anything between these
leveis is okay, so the interpretation of
these colors will be obvious to anv li_
censed driver. After the initial hurried

drive-level setting, the meter can

be

used to set the optimum ALC level of
-2 V; but by that time, you have prob_
ably already worked a new country!

The ALC LtrD is also useful when
tuning the PA on the 12 and 1O_meter
bands. Tuning must be done with full
drive, as for any linear amplifier. It
happens sometimes that a linear am-

plifier is tuned for maximum output
with low drive, and then the drive is

brought up fully. The intention may be

to reduce dissipation while tuning. to
prevent damage to the tubes: but the
result is not only reduced output, but
also a severely inadequate loading ad_
justment-and splatterl An easy way
to reduce dissipation at full drive is tL
tune up with CW dits at 50 wpm. Even

better is pulse tuning at

BBo/o

have a very long service life. The same
transformer could be used to simplify

power supply construction for any simi-

Plate and screen currents are mea_
sured with shunts in the negative

leads. The meters

may be safely cali_
iar small tetrode amplifier.
brated with the radio power tff. e
The power supply circuit is shown in small
test power
Fig 11. A 1500-V transformer second_ bench is used supply on the work_
to establish a current
ary winding and a bridge rectifier pro_ through
a shunt: at test point Tp6 or
vide +1500 V for the plate. A 3OO-V TP7 in Fig 11. The
current is measured
winding and a bridge rectifier provide with an accurate,
external meter. The
+300 V for the screen. A 50_V center_
trimpot is then adjusted for the correct
tapped winding serves to simulta- reading. The safest
method for work_
neously supply two rectifiers. for ing on the high-voltage
supply is to
+25 Ya and -2S V. Each of these rec_ connect
an analog voltmeter, turn off
tifiers is a full-wave, center-tappecl the radio, unplug the line
cord and
(FWCT) circuit using two diodes. ihe
watch the meter needle drop to zero.
simii^arity in appearance to a bridge
The ac primary circuit has a fuli
rectifier is deceptive; the clue is the complement of protection
features: an
grounded center-tap. These two lines in-rush
current limiter RT1 on the ac
supply the regulators for +1b V and line, a slow-blow
fuse and three metal_
_ _15

V

The bias supply, a voltage dou_

bler providing about -60 V. istriven
from one side of the 50-V winding.

Finally, a FWCT rectifier supplies"a
+45-Y line that powers the +84_V
regulator for the transmitter driver.

A separate switch controls the 12_V ac
to the PA tube heater. This ailows all_

day-long receiver operation without
keeping the tube warm, while waiting
fo1 the brave operators in the DXpedI
ition boat to land on the islancl.

oxide varistor (MOV) iine-surge protec_

tors. In addition, in-rush current

limiter RT2 on the 12-V ac line prevents
thermal strain and tube damage during
the heater warm-up period, even whei
the heater is switched on sometime af_
ter the main ac switch is turned on.

Because of the way the panel lights are
wired, the effect of RT2 is visualiv
rather amusing. If the main ac switch
has already been closed, then when the
heater switch is closed, the ac line indi-

d.utv

cycle (see Note 6). With the ALC LED
in a prominent position near the tun_
ing controls and meters, it is easv to
ensure that fuil drive is applied and

maintained while tuning the pA for
the higher bands.

Power Supply
Although the power supply section is
routine, the number ofvarious voltages
required could present a problem in
locating a suitable transformer. In ad_
dition to the usual +15 V and -15 V
regulated lines, a +34 V regulated line
is needed for the transmitter driver. In
addition, the PA tube requires 12 V ac
for the heater, -60 V for the bias/
standby circuit, +800 V for the screen.
and + 1500 V for the plate. This problem
was solved in the same way as the pA
anode clamp and heat sink problem,
with a used Signal/One CX7 power

transformer. An exact replacement
transformer is currently available.s

The HF section circuits draw consiclerably less power than a complete CX7, so
the transformer runs cool and shoulrl
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cator light goes out for a few seconds!
No need to worry. This is caused by the
current drain ofthe heater and the voltage drop through the in-rush timiter
before it warms up to operating temperature. This demonstrates the protection provided by the in-rush limiter.
A similar effect is seen if the heater

switch is already in the ON position
when the main line switch is closed.
When the PA-tube heater is switched
on, a rectifier and filter on the heater
line 12H produce the control line -8H
to start the heater warm-up delay timer
on the control board.

The schematic diagram for

the
screen supply includes the QRP section
ofthe QRP/BF/PA panel switch described
in connection with the control board.

Tetrodes are real power hogs in idle
condition. Even in normal operation,
150 W is a lot of idle power for a 200-W
amplifier. For a QRP contest at 5 W
output power, it wouid be bizarre to
simply reduce the drive while running
150 W input power. The problem is
solr'ed by lowering the screen voltage
for QRP operation. The idle current is
reduced to zero, and 5 W output is obtained with less than 10 W of dc plate
input power. This QRP switch is only
for CW; linearity is destroyed without
adequate idle current.

Construction
A major goal in construction is to
ensure ease ofaccess to all circuits. This

will facilitate repairs, but it is mainiy
to allow convenient experimentation
and modification. Fig 12 shows the bottom of the HF section. The main RX/TX
board is built using a variation ofdeadbug ugly construction. Two boards are

is a pad-per-hole "perf'
board, underneath is a solid-copper
board forming a ground plane. The
lower board is single-sided, copperused: Above

plated on only the lower side; the nonplated side insulates the ground plane
from the upper board. The boards are

bonded with copper foil grounds
wrapped and soldered around the edge,
wide copper foil ground strips running
through the interior of the board, and
wires through drilled holes. This provides a better ground plane than padper-hole boards with a perforated

ground plane on the underside, and is
more convenient than true dead-bug

style. The pads provide very rigid
mounting points and the resulting circuit is much more solid than with true
dead-bug construction; this is impor-

tant for stability in the oscillator section. Several portions ofthe circuit are
built on small pieces of pad-per-hole
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board and soldered vertically onto the

main board; this method

conserves
space, and is especially useful for added
circu its and rnodifications.
The 8072 anode requires a solid brass

clamp, a voltage-insulating, thermalconducting beryllium block and a heatsink. These were all salvaged from an

old CX7. The insuiating block, which
protrudes through the rear wall, is
seen in Figs 1 and 13. The heat sink,
mounted outside the enclosure. is seen
also in Fig 14. The small cooling fan is
mounted to the heatsink; a slight up-

ward tilt works best. Beryllium dust is
dangerous; the block should not be

drilled or machined in any way.

To

avoid the need for locating the special
conduction-coolingcomponents, a type-

8122 tetrode may be directly substituted; forced-air cooling must then be
provided.
A tube socket is not used. Better air

circulation and heat transfer by convection is achieved by using separate
clip-on contacts for each required pin.
While anode cooling is always taken
seriously, adequate cooling for the
seals at the base of a tube is sometimes

neglected. The Eimac data sheet for
the 8072 states: "Mounting should always be such that free movement of air
past the base by convection is possible." The exhaust fan above the tube
also helps to produce adequate air cir-

cuiation for the base.
An equally valid reason for avoiding
a chassis-mounted socket is that this

prevents mechanical and thermal

strain on the tube. This consideration
is unique to a conduction-cooled tube,
which has its anode rigidly clamped to

a heatsink. The contacts are taken
from a seven or nine-pin miniature
tube socket. Heavy leads connect the
contacts to pads cut into the edge ofthe
opening in the copper circuit-board
material. This allows shorter RF
paths than a socket would al1ow. Only
a single pin need be connected for tube

elements provided with multiple pins.
The screen is bypassed by a capacitor
connected directly to the screen ring;
this was not done in the CX7. One capacitor lead is simply soidered to the
screen ring; the other lead is soldered

to the ground plane. This solder-tothe-tube method may seem a bit less
shocking when one considers that this
top-quality tube may not need replace,
ment for up to 20 years.
The transmitter driver is built in two
separate copper compartments. The
driver and the PA are located as far as
possible from the local-oscillator section to minimize heat-related drift. The
PA has separate compartments for the
plate and grid circuits; this contributes
greatly to stability. For the chassis, a
surplus CX7 aluminum chassis was reclcled. This mayhave been an economicai choice. but it did not work out very
ri'ell. It s'ould be easier to construct a
somes'hat lalger enclosure r,vith LMB
components, using the nethods described fo]. the main transceir-er panel

in Part 5 tsee \ote

3 r. A 7r17x1-t-inch
enclosure rvith a ser-en-rnch black rack

Fig 13-PA tank
compartment. The
large six-turn, silverplated coil, the long,
wide-spaced air
variable tuning
capacitor and the
small two-section

loading capacitor
are used only on the
12 and 1O-meter
bands. The other

seven bands utilize
seven separate

fixed-tuned tank
circuits. The 160 and
80-meter toroidal
coils are each
mounted to the side
wall with a single
long brass threaded
rod. A mounting
bracket at the inside
end (if not
insulated) would
create an effective
shorted-turn, and
seriously disrupt
the functioning of
the tank circuit.

H
F

r
I

panel should work well. All wiring is
done with Teflon-insulated wire; RF is
routed between sections with Teflon-in-

age, since the grid-ALC circuit will not
function when the tube is colcl. To limit

the driver output and test the gridALC circuit, temporarily connect a

sulated miniature coax, type RG-178B.

small diode from grid to cathode at the
tube socket; this wilt simulate a warm
tube.
For testing the transmit circuit only
up to the second section of the driver
without ALC, simply connect the base
ofQ5 to ground. To test the driver and

Alignment

It would be impractical to include
complete step-by-step alignment cle-

tails, especially since builders are
likely to introduce modifications and
improvements. Some special align-

ment notes have been included above;
a few general remarks will be added
here. At first, trimpots should be set

grid-ALC circuit with the tube warm,
but with no plate dissipation, output

to midrange or for minimum circuit
current. To test the HF section on the
bench without the transceiver, a
shorted plug at the ENABLE jack is
required. Another plug at the XMIT
jackwill allow the STBY/OPER switch

meability

of

individual cores mayvary

somewhat from published data. Some
of the coils are quite sensitive to small

changes in the position of the windings; they should be Q-doped to hold

Table 1-Receiver Sensitivity Measurements
Test results for minimum discernible signal (MDS) are given in dBm. To put the
results in perspective, two other radios were also tested. The homebrew radio was
tested at a bandwidth o1'200 Hz. The yaesu FT-1oooMp (#gK47oo18) was tested
at a bandwidth of 250 Hz using INRAD filters in both the second ano irriro tr
amplifiers, an INRAD first lF amplifier and an lF gain setting of 12. Measurements
for the collins 75A-4 (#2484) were taken using an g00-Hz mechanical filter.

to be conveniently used as a TR switch.

Most of the alignment, testing and
adjustment can be done with the pA
heater off. This avoids the bother of
connecting a dummy load and allows

Receiver

the low-level transmitter sections to
be tested and adjusted for hours on

K5AM FT-l OOOMP

Frequency (MHz)

end without overheating the tube.
Some precautions are still required,
though. The heater-warm-up-delay
circuit will prevent testing the transmitter sections. To defeat the warm-

1.82

-142
-140

3.52
7.02
10.12
14.02

up feature when the heater is off, tem-

porarily jumper test point TP5 in Fig
9 to -15 V. Norv there is danger of
damaging the output stage of the
driver with excessively high RF volt-

power or need for a dummy load, the
screen fuse can be removed. For receiver tests, it is safer for the signal
generator to use the auxiliary receive
antenna jack RX IN.
The toroidal coils in the various filters should be measured and adjusted
for proper inductance, since the per-

1

- IJJ

-1 36
-1 38
-1 44

8.1

21.02
24.91

-142
-142
-142

28.O2

754-4

-138
38
-137

-143
-142

-139

-141

-1

*141

-1 38
-1 39

-140

-143

-143

-144

-143

Table 2-Receiver Third-Order Dynamic Range Measurements
These tests were made al 14MNz. The table shows dynamic range, DR3, attwo-tone spacings
of both 2okHzand
2kHz'rhe third-order intercept point, lP3, is also shown for both spacings. To put the results inperspective, two other
radios were also tested. Tests were conducted for the homebrew radio at a bandwidth of 2oo Hz. Tests
for the yaesu

FT-1000MP were conducted at a bandwidth of 500 Hz using the stock filter in the second lF amplifier
and an INRAD filter
in the third lF amplifier; tests were also run at a bandwidth of 250 Hz. Tests for the Collins 7SA-4
were conducted with the

800-Hz filter.
The measurement for the Yaesu at a bandwidth of 500 Hz and a two-tone spacing of 20 kHz is
close to that reported in

theARRLproductreview.l0Foratwo-tonespacing

of 2kHz,themeasurementcorrespondscloselytothatshownbythe

graph in the ARRL lab expandg-d report, provided the graph is adjusted so that its levei
at wide two-tone spacing conforms
to the direct measuremenl.l0' 11 16" tests show that the dynamicrange of the yaesu drops
considerably when the
two-tone spacing is reduced lrom 20 kHzlo 2 kHz. This is because the roofing filter rejecis interfering
signals only at
the wider spacing.
The homebrew radio uses no roofing filter; the dynamic range does not degrade drastically in the presence
of nearby
signals. During crowded band conditions, significantly betterthird-order IMD-performance is obtained
with the KSAM
homebrew radio.

20-kHz Spacing
Receiver
FT-1000MP, 250

FT-1000MP,500

KsAM
754-4

Collins

DR3

Hz
Hz

95
92
91

72

(dB)

tPS (dBm)
+4

+t
tr

2-kHz Spacing

(dB)
75

DBs
AA

t

+

88
65

tPS (dBm)

-26
-z/

-9
-43
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the settings and retested. The com-

pleted fiiters should be tested before
installation. The Balance trimpot in

the receiver mixer-source circuit is
adjusted for minimum LO feedthrough at 41.8 MHz; a setting near
midrange indicates that the MOSFET
pair is reasonably well matched.

Transmitter Alignment
The input to the transmitter-mixer
circuit from the transceiver at 40 MHz
is at a fixed level of -7 dBm, or about
280 mV (pk-pk). The trimpot should be
adjusted to obtain a level of 100 mV
(pk-pk) at each mixer signal gate; too

the heavy side of the setting for
maximum output. For example: If
maximum output occurs at +9 mA, a
loading adjustment that results in a
tuning peak at +7 mA is best.
Performance
Complete performance measurements for the main transceiver panel

and the three front-end sections must
be deferred to a later article. For now,

we report only a few measurements
that relate specifically to the receiver
and to the HF section. To put the data
in perspective, measurements for

a

few

other receivers are included. One of
these, the Yaesu FT-1000MP, is used
at my vacation cabin on Horse Moun-

Table 3-Receiver Second-Order IMD Measurements

The same procedure is followed for
presetting the fixed-tuned circuits as
for the panel-tuned circuit while operating. The best indication of proper

The test signals are at 6 MHz and 8 MHz; the receiver is tuned to 14 MHz. The
table Iists the second-order intercept point lp2. To put the results in perspective,
measurements for several factory-bullt radios are also listed. A number of older
radios are included; they utilize a variety of elaborate and expensive RF tuning
mechanisms, and it was of interest to see how effective they are with respect to
second-order lMD. The table includes production dates when available. Measurements were made for the homebrew radio, the FT-loooMp, and the ,,boat
anchors." Other data were taken from Osf product reviews.l0
Receiver
tP2 (dBn)
Year
Yaesu FT-1000MP-Mark-V. VRF on
112
2000Collins 51S-1
98
1959-72
Yaesu FT-1000MP
89
1 995-2000
K5AM
B3
1992
'196't-65
Drake 2-B
81
Collins 51J-4
78
1952-62
Hammarlund HQ-129-X
1 946-53
Collins 754-4
74
M5-5d
National HRO-5TA1
t5
1944-47
Yaesu FT-1000MP, at RX tN jack
72
1 995-2000
Hammarlund SP-600
70
1950-72
Yaesu FT-1 000MP-Mark-V
69
2000Collins KWM-2
66
1 959-75
lcom lC-756PRO
63
Kenwood TS-570S(c)
59
Ten-Tec Omni-Vl-Plus
58
lcom lC-718
55
Yaesu FT-'|00
53
Ten-Tec Pegasus
44
lcom lC-706MKllG
39
Yaesu FT-847
15

fier is screen current. The tuning controi is always adjusted for peak screen
current. In a stable amplifier, this

Table

much drive

will increase spurious out-

puts. Even a 10:1 low-capacity

scope

probe at the gate will severely load the

circuit. The required correction factor
can be found by watching the signal
level at the driver when the scope probe
is touched to the gate. My probe caused
a 3-dB drop, so the correction factor is
1.4 and a scope reading at the gate of

70 mV (pk-pk) is appropriate. The input level is easier to measure at the
input transformer primary. The transformer has a voltage step-up of three

times to each gate, so about 35 mV (pkpk) at the primary is suitable. The Batance trtmpot in the mixer source circuit

is

adjusted for minimum LO feedthrough at 41.8 MHz. The trimpots in
the first section of the driver compensate for individual MOSFET characteristics; they are set to keep the gain in
each of the first two stages roughly
equal.
PA Alignment

loading conditions in a tetrode ampli-

should correspond exactly to maximum

output and minimum plate current.
The degree of amplifier loading is indicated by the level of screen current at
this peak.

Different samples of the 8072 wilt
develop maximum power at different

peak screen-current levels. For most
tubes, this will be between +5 and
+10 mA. A tuning peak at 0 mA indicates excessively heavy loading and
reduced output. A peak at +15 mA indicates excessively light Ioading. This
again results in reduced output; but in
this case, also the likelihood ofdistor-

tion and splatter. For best linearity,
ioading should be adjusted slightly on
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4-Parts Suppliers

Amidon Associates, 7714rrent st, orlando, FL32Bo7; tel 800-679-31 84,fax407-673-2083;
tracy @ bytemark.com, www.bytemark.com/am idon.
Digi-Key corporation, 70 1 Brooks Ave S, po Box677, Thief River Falls, MN 567o1-0677;
_ tel 800-344-4539 (800-Dlcl-KEY), fax 21 8,681 -3880; www.digikey.com.
G c E lectronrcs, GO/waldom lnc, 1 801 Morgan st, Rockf ord, lL 61 1 02:2690, distributors nationwide; tel 800 435 2931 , tax 800 527 3436; www.gcwaldom.com.
Hosfelt Electronics, 2700 sunset Blvd, steubenville, oH 43952-1 158; tel 8o0-824-6464, tax
800 -524-541 4; hosfelt@ clover.net; http ://www.hosf elt.com.
lnternational crystal Manufacturing company, Box 26330, oklahoma city, oK 73 126-0330;
tel 800-426-9825, 405-236-3741 ,lax 800-322-9426, 405-235-1904; www.icmfg.com/.
lnternational Radio, 13620 Tyee Rd, Umpqua, oR 97486; tel 541-459-5629, fax s41-45g5632; INRAD @ rosenet.net, www.qth.com/inrad.
Mouser Electronics, 2401 Hwy 287 N, Mansfield, TX; tel 800-346-6873, fax 817-483,0931;
sales@ mouser.com; www.mouser.com.

Richardson Electronics, 4ow267 Keslinger Rd, LaFox, lL, 60147-0393; tel 800-348-55B0;

gloria @ rell.com; www.gloria@ rell.com.
surplus sales of Nebraska, 1502 Jones st, omaha, NE 68102; tel 402-346-47so,tax4o2346-2939 i www.su rplusales.com.

tr
f

Fig 14-(right) Rear view of the HF
section. The small copper box in the
center covers feedthrough capacitors for
the ac leads to the two small muflin fans.
The two DIN connectors are for control
cables to the main transceiver panel and
to the kilowatt amplifier. This m'akes
connections quick and easy. All control
lines are also available at ilie phono jacks.

tain in New Mexico. Another. the
Collins 75A-4, holds a pre-eminent

position on the boat-anchor bench at
home. Thanks to Emil pocock, WBEp,
for the suggestion to include the 75A4, often declared by oid-time operators
to be the finest receiver ever built. This

suggestion also led to the idea that T
perform certain tests on several other
old radios. The testing methods followed, as closely as possible, the procedures specified by the ARRL l;b.e
Results ofthe sensitivity tests for the
various bands are given in Table 1.
Dynamic Range
Table 2 shows the results of thirdorder IMD dynamic range tests. The
results for the Yaesu in the two-tone

test at a spacing of 20 kHz demonstrate the effect ofthe roofing filter in
the first-IF section. For the closer
spacing of 2 kHz, the roofing filter
provides no protection; the measure_
ment then relates more directlv to
mixer performance ancl other facin..
such as diode switching. This problem
was discussed in more detail in
page 18 (Note 3).

part

1,

The K5AM homebrew radio uses a
tunable first-IF section with no roof-

ing filter. The dynamic range does not
degrade drastically when the interfer-

ing signais are closer to the operating
frequency. During crowded band conditions, this homebrew radio delivers

significantly better third-order dy-

namic range performance.
Second-Order IMD

Second-order IMD test results are
given in Table 3. There are wide dif-

ferences between receiver designs
that affect second-order IMD pe"io.mance. For example, the yaesu

FT-100OMP uses eleven fifth-degree
apolar Chebychev band-pass filters. A
band-pass filter for the !2 to 15 MHz
range is in use on the 20-meter band,

where t hese measuremenls were
In addition, the yaesu uses

made.

three high-pass filters to reject signals

in lhe f/2 region; these filters are in-

cluded specifically to improve the second-order dynamic range. The results
are excellent. The table also shows the
results for the same radio using the

RXIN jack. Unfortunateiy, this configuration bypasses the high-pass fil_
ters, and the performance is signifi_
cantly degraded. Although
-"usrl."_
ments

were not made on the 160_meter
band, second-order IMD performance
is also likely to be degraded there. This

may be a serious consideration

if

a

beverage antenna is useci at the RXIN

jack in areas with strong broadcast

band signals.
The Yaesu FT-1000Mp-Mark-V uses
a selectable panel-tuned preselector
called VRF; the results are exceptionai,
although there is a loss in sensitivitv
when the preselector is enabled. Another important design factor likely to
affect second-order IMD performance is
the use of diode switching in the front

end of the factory-built radios. The
in the yaesu FT_

high-pass filters

1000lUP are relay-switched and placecl
ahead of the diodes that switch the
band-pass filters. No diode switching

of signals is used in the K5AM

homebrew radio.

My homebrew radio uses onlv

a

single, operator-tuned, high-e LC circuit for preseiection; the second-order
IMD performance is adequate. High-

pass filters could be easilv added.
Simple filters with only 20-dB rejec-

tion of signals in the f/2 region would
raise the second-order intercept point

by 40 dB.

Summary
The K5AM homebrew transceiver
with the HF section has served faith_
fully for nine years, through many CW,
RTTY and SSB contests and during

countless hours ofDXing. In a period of
a little over a year, the radio worked
over 100 countries on the 160-meter
band (with help from an amplifier and
a balloon). Thanks to the built-in pro-

tection circuits. there have been no

breakdori'ns. The straightforward oper_
ating features, multiple meters and

large knobs have contributed to highly

enjoyable operating. The performancl

ofthe radio leaves little to be desired.
Readers are certain to notice points
in the circuits where irnprovements
are possible; please send in your ideas.

This article completes the description

of the homebrew transceiver up to
will

29.7 MHz. A subsequent article
describe the VHF sections.
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